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A special purpose theorem prover for establishing the validity of expressions over 
integer variables was developed as part of a program verifier. It is built around a 
powerful system for manipulating and simplifying integer expressions. 
INTRODUCTION 
This describes a theorem prover which is part of an automatic program verifier 
[1, 2, 3, 4]. The verifier accepts computer programs (written in a simple programming 
language involving integer variables) which are annotated with mathematical predicates 
indicating the relations among the program variables at various points in the program. 
The aim of the verifier is to show the consistency between the program and the 
predicates. In particular, the program is proved to be "correct" by showing that the 
final predicate (the one associated with the final output values) will always be true 
after any execution of the program. For more details see Ref. [3]. 
The verifier consists of two major components: the verification condition generator, 
and the theorem prover. The generator examines the program and its associated 
predicates, and constructs a set of "verification conditions." If  all of these conditions 
can be shown to be identically true then the program is correct. This paper discusses 
the important features of the theorem prover. 
The conditions are built from arithmetic expressions involving integer variables and 
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constants (both positive and negative) connected by the operators +,  --, , ,  +, ~', 
mod, and abs. 
The functions +,  - - , . ,  and abs are well defined over all integers. Define Q = (A + B) 
and R = (A mod B) as the integer quotient and remainder, espectively, when A is 
divided by B. When B = 0 consider Q and R undefined. Otherwise, they are the 
integers uniquely determined by the expression: 
A =Q*B+RA[B[  >RAR />0. 
Define A ]' B as the multiplication of A by itself (B -- 1) times. For B >/ 1 this 
is valid. For B = 0 let A ~' B = 1, and for B ~ --1 consider the result undefined. 
The arithmetic expressions are combined by the relations >, <, >/, ~<, =, and =# 
to form relational expressions which in turn may be composed to form logical expres- 
sions using the connectives v, A, ~ ,  and D. These logical expressions over integers 
are the class of expressions with which the theorem prover deals. Parentheses may be 
used to delimit he scope of the operators and connectives. 
Using the standard interpretation, such an expression is valid if and only if it 
evaluates to true for an arbitrary complete assignment of integer values to the variables. 
The theorem prover is "interpretation oriented" in that its operation is justified in 
terms of this definition. Its strength is based on its detailed knowledge of integer 
expressions. It is theoretically impossible to construct a program which can decide the 
validity of any expression i this general class of expressions (5). The prover described 
here has the property of efficiently deciding the validity of a nontrivial subset of these 
expressions and quickly giving up on the others. This property would permit it to 
be used by a more general theorem prover as a first attack routine or to be used as 
a basis for a conversational system where it would be a powerful tool for theorem 
proving. 
FORMULA SIMPLIFYING SYSTEM 
A basic element of the program verifier is a formula manipulation system adapted to 
manipulating and simplifying this class of expressions. This system is used throughout 
the verifier but plays a most important part in the proof of theorems. What is called 
the "theorem prover" below is a simple set of rules which drive the simplifier in an 
attempt to reduce the expressions to true or false. A large part of this paper is devoted 
to discussing the simplifying system since it forms the heart of the proof procedure. 
In the formula simplifying system, expressions are stored in the computer memory 
as list structures and a set of utility routines can create new expressions, make copies 
of expressions, compare two expressions, erase xpressions, etc. There is also a routine 
associated with each operator (e.g., with +,  A, mod, ~). Expressions are always 
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maintained in a normal form and all such routines expect he inputs to be in this form 
and create outputs in this form. As the routines are called upon to symbolically 
perform their associated functions (e.g., routine PL US applied to A and B symbolically 
adds A and B) they also perform a large amount of on-going simplification i  order 
to preserve the normal form; for example, they collect common terms, multiply out 
complex products, and evaluate constant parts. A complete lexicographieal ordering 
is also maintained. Examples of the normalization of arithmetic expressions are: 
A 9 (B -- C) becomes 
0 * A becomes 
--(--(--(--A))) becomes 
--4 + 2 becomes 
C * (A + B) becomes 
2 9 (X ]' Y) * (X j' Z) becomes 
abs(X 4- 1) * abs(X 4- 1) becomes 
(X 4- Y) ~ 3 becomes 
1 *A ,B+( - -1 )*A*C4-O 
0 
l ,A+0 
--2 
1 * C*  ((1 *A  + 0) + (1 * B + 0)) + 0 
2,( (1  ,x+o)  1'(1 9 Y+ 1 9 z + o)) + o 
I 9 ((1 9 (abs(1 * X + I)) + 0) 1" 2) 4- 0 
1 * (1 * X+0) ] '3+3 9 Y .  (1 * X4-0)] '2 
4 -3 ,X* ( l *Y4-O)}2  
+ 1 , (1 ,Y+0)1 '3+0 
The relational operator routines eliminate > and < in favor of >~ and ~<, respectively, 
by use of the rule A > B --= A >~ B 4- 1 (A and B are integer-valued expressions). 
(Although only one is necessary, the relations >~ and ~< are both retained as a program- 
ming convenience.) In forming relational expressions the greatest common divisor 
(g.c.d.) of the coefficient of the nonconstant terms in the sum is used to divide through 
the expression. Depending on the divisibility of the constant term by this g.c.d, the 
expression may be further simplified to true or false. For example, 
2 ~'~ 3 becomes false 
2*(A+B) - I  >0 becomesl *A+ l *B4- ( -1 )>~0 
-6 ,X4-  9 ,  Y+ ( -3 )*Z4-  5 >~0 becomes 2*X- t -  ( -3)*  Y4- 1 *Z+ (-1) ~< 0 
4*X+ (-6)* Y+ 2 ,Z+ (-3) ~0becomes 2 ,X+ ( -3)*  Y+ 1 *Z+ (-1) ~< 0 
5 * (A -- B) -- 3 =- 0 becomes false 
6 * (A 4- B) -- 2 ~ 0 becomes true 
At the next level (the logical connectives) expressions are maintained in disjunctive 
normal form (d.n.f.). Implication (D) is eliminated by defining it in term of the other 
connectives, and negations (~.~) are eliminated by absorbing them into the relational 
expressions by the rule: [~(A >~ B)] ~ (A + 1 <~ B). Logical expressions are 
simplified in several stages. 
Disjunctive normal form is defined as a two level representation where, at the 
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first level, an expression is a set of disjuncts connected by v's, each of which, at the 
second level, is itself composed of a set of relational expressions connected by ^'s. 
We perform simplifications at both levels. First consider the case of one disjunct 
which is a set of relational expressions connected by ^'s. Each relational expression, 
S{R}0 can be considered in three parts: 
(1) {R}, the relational operator (= 0, @ 0, ~ 0, ~ 0), 
(2) the constant erm of the arithmetic expression S, and 
(3) the remaining non-constant term of S. 
The lexical ordering for arithmetic expressions i  used to impose an ordering on 
the relational expressions. They are ordered by part (3)--the nonconstant terms. This 
places all expressions differing only in their constant erms together in one group. 
Each such group in turn is examined for possible simplification. We have 
(Q "+ Cl{R1}0 ) A 
(Q + c~{R2}0) ^ 
(Q  + c .{R .}0) .  
One interpretation of such a system is to consider each relation as a constraint on the 
expression Q. Our method for simplifying such systems can be viewed as building 
a model of the set of feasible points for a system and then reconstructing a simplified 
system from that model. For example, if we use * to denote feasible points: 
The relation its representation 
Q+2~>0 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 ... 
Q4:0  ... * * * * * * * * * * * * ... 
Q+5vLO ... * * * * * * , * , * * * ... 
Q§  9 9 9 9 9 9 9 , 9 9 9 ... 
Q+2v~o ... 9 , 9 , 9 9 9 9 , 9 , 9 ... 
Q -4~0 ... * * * * * * * * * * * 
Q-2~<0 ... 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 
I I--I I I - - I - - I  I I - - l - - I  I I - -  
- -6  - -5 - -4  - -3 - -2 - -1  0 1 2 3 4 5 6 
+- Q Axis --~ 
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The set of points feasible for the whole system consists of those integers whose columns 
have no blanks: 
- - I  I I - - I - - I  l--I I--I I--I I--1 
- -6 - -5 - -4  - -3 - -2 - -1  0 1 2 3 4 5 6 
~- Q Axis 
From this diagram we can construct the simplified system Q + 1 ~ 0 A Q 4: 
0 A Q - 2 ~ 0 which is the equivalent o the original system (Q -k 2 ~ 0 A Q 4: 
0^Q+54:0^Q+4~0AQ+24:0AQ-4~0AQ-2~0) .Theaetua l  
algorith for performing such simplifications based on this idea is described in detail 
in Ref. (3). 
The next level of simplification considers possible interrelations among the indivi- 
dually simplified disjuncts. Two types of disjuncts are recognized: the "unit disjunets" 
and the "nonunit disjuncts." A unit disjunct is the trivial conjunction of one relational 
expression in contrast o a non-unit one which is the conjunction of two or more. 
The disjuncts in a d.n.f, expression are ordered by putting all the units first, in order 
(by the ordering on relational expressions), then following them by the non-units 
ordered lexicographically by a left to right comparison of their relational expressions. 
This gives an expression of the form 
S ~A lvA  2v ' "vAnv(b  1AbzA ' ' 'Ab , ,~)  
v (~ ^ ~ ,, ... ^ c~) v ... v (a~ A a~ ^  ""  ^ dr), 
where the A,'s, bi's, ci's and d~'s are all relational expressions. The Ai's are the unit 
disjuncts and (b 1 A b2 A "'" A bin) , (q A C a ^  "'" A q.), etc., are the nonunit disjuncts. 
Taking the unit disjuncts as one group, A -- A 1 v A 2 v "" v An, we can do a single 
level simplification directly among relational expressions as we did for each individual 
disjunct. This simplification can be done analogously to that described for conjunctive 
expressions. After this simplification, we have 
A ~ X = ~ v ~ v - . . v ~ ,  
and using this in place of A gives a simplified expression S', equivalent o the 
original S. 
S = S'  = X~ v X~v ... v X j  v (b~ A b2 ^ "'" ^ b~) 
v (e~ A ~ ^ " "  ^ ~)  V " "  V (d,  ^ d~ A " "  Ad J .  
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We next do what one might call distribution with respect to unit disjuncts. The disjunc- 
tion of the units X is distributed across each nonunit disjunct, in turn. For example, 
we form 
X v (b 1 A b 2 ^  "'" A b,,,) as (Xv bl) A (X v bs) A "'" A (X v b~). 
Now if any of these resulting conjuncts, (X v bi), can be shown to be identically true, 
then that bi in the original expression can be dropped using the tautology 
However, 
(Xvb)  D{[Xv(bAe)]  ~(Xvc)} .  
(Xvbi) =X lvX  2v'''vXjvb i
can be tested for true by submitting it to the same simplification process as before. 
This distribution and testing is done for each nonunit disjunct in the expression. 
If this causes any of the nonunit disjuncts to become units we return to the point of 
simplifying among units only and again try this distribution process. 
The example below demonstrates much of the power of these two simplifications. 
It is drawn from the program verifier (3). The verifier is required to form the dis- 
junction of 
((A[I-- 1]--A[I]  <~ O v (N- -  I >~ O A I - -  K - -  1 =0)  
v (N- - I>~OAI - -K<~O)  v (N- - I>~OAK<~O)  
v (N- - I  >~ 0 A I - -  K - -  I # 0 A A[ I - -  1] -- A[K] >~ 0)), 
and 
N- - I+  1 <~0. 
The resulting expression has two unit disjuncts: 
(A[ I - -  1]--A[I]  ~ O) v (X - -  I + 1 ~ 0). 
There is no immediate simplification between them but by distributing these disjuncts 
over the nonunits we cancel the expression N -- I />  0 from each nonunit since 
[(A[I-- 1]--A[I]  ~ O v (N- -  I + 1 ~ O) v (N- -  I ~ O)] ----- true. 
This results in 
( (A [ I - -1 ] - -A [ I ]~0)  v (N- - I+ I~0)  
v ( I - -K - -  1 =0)  v ( I - -K~0)v(K~<0)  
v ( I - -  K - -1  # O A A[ I - -1 ]  -- A[K] ~ O)). 
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All but one of the nonunits reduce to units so we again try to simplify among the units 
alone. This time I - -K - -  1 =0 and I - -K~0 combine to I - -K - -  1 ~0.  
We now have 
( (A[ I - -  1 ] - -A [ I ]  ~ O) v (N- -  I + 1 ~ 0) 
v ( I - -K - -  1 ~O)  v (K~O)  
v ( I - -  K - -1  ~ O ^  A[ I - -1]  -- A[K] ~ 0)). 
By distributing the units over the single nonunit we find that I --  K -- 1 4= 0 can be 
deleted from that disjunct, since 
[ (A [ I - -1 ] - -A [ I ]  ~ O) v (N- -  I + 1 ~ O) v ( I - -  K - -1  ~ 0) 
v (K~0)  v ( I - -K - -  1 ~0) ]  ~ true. 
This gives the final simplified result 
( (A[ I - -  1 ] - -A [ I ]  ~ O) v (N- -  I + 1 ~ 0) 
v ( I - -K - -  1 ~O)  v (K~O)  
v (A [ / -  1] --  A[K] ~ 0)). 
The two simplifications above are extensions to the method used for one-level conjuncts 
of relational expressions. The next and final simplification takes a different form. 
It is a powerful technique based on a rule usually called "subsumption". Consider 
the tautology 
(.a ~ B) ~ [(.a v B) =-- B]. 
If  we have an expression A v B and can deduce that every time A is true B must also 
be true (i.e., A D B) then we can drop A from A v B and simplify it to B. The problem 
is to discover whether A D B. The most elementary condition implying that A D B 
is that all relational expressions occurring in B also occur in A. I f  
A z al A a 2 ^  "" ^ an and B = b 1 ^  b 2 ^  "" ^ b~ 
and each b~ (1 ~ i ~ m) is identical to some a~- (I ~ j  ~ n) then A D B. This is the 
usual subsumption for simplification of Boolean equations. However, this operates 
only at the propositional level, matching relational expressions as Boolean primitives. 
Each relational expression is considered as a Boolean primitive, say b, or as the negation 
of some primitive, say ~b.  For example, if b = X ~ 0 then X < 0 would be ~-~b, 
but X ~ 0 is not ~--b although it is very closely related to b and ~b.  Much more 
than the propositional information is available in such expressions and we get a 
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stronger form of subsumption by "looking inside" the Boolean primitives just as we 
did in simplifying within the individual disjuncts. For example, if we examined 
(X~6AX>~I)D(X~<6AXva0)  
at the propositional level we would have 
(a A b) D (a A c) 
which cannot be proved to be a tautology. However, it is obvious that 
X>~IDX~O 
and consequently that 
(X <~ 6AX>~ 1)D(X~6AX~0)  
is always true. Armed with this knowledge we can simplify 
{ (X~6^X~ l) v (X~6AX@0)}  to (X~6AX~0) .  
The system does take advantage of such information and simplify the expressions 
in d.n.f, by examining each pair of disjuncts for this "relational subsumption". 
Consider two relational expressions involving the same nonconstant terms Q: 
E1 : Q + cl{Rx}0 and Ez : Q + q{R2}0. 
The following table gives conditions on c I and q ,  if any, under which E 1 D E~. 
{R~} 
{R1} 
if 
4= 
C1 ~ s 
va 
C 1 ::~ C 2 
C 1 = 17 2 
C 1 ) C 2 
C 1 ( C 2 
gl ~ C2 
q <~q 
Assume we have two disjuncts: 
A ~ a I A a s A " ' "  A a n 
s ~ C2 
Ci ~ s 
and B = b I A b~ ^  "'" A bin. 
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If for each bi (1 ~ i ~ m) we find an aj (1 ~ j ~< n) such that aj~ b i , according 
to the above table, then we can conclude A D B. We use this method to compare ach 
pair of disjuncts ~/and B to see if A ~ B or B D A. If such an implication isdiscovered 
we can eliminate one complete disjunct by the subsumption rule. Examples of simplifi- 
cations by this relational subsumption are 
(Yq-Z~7^ W- - - - -0^X~6)  v (Xv~2^Xva3AX~- - l )becomes  
(X ~ 2^X r 3AX ~---1) , 
(Y~2^Z=3)  v (Y~O)v(Z~4^ Y~ 1) becomes (Y ~ O). 
THEOREM PROVER 
The theorem prover proper performs a small number of gross manipulations on 
the candiate xpressions. All of these manipulations employ the basic simplification 
system causing extensive simplifications to occur automatically. A normalized expres- 
sion in d.n.f, is presented to the theorem prover, which takes the common approach of 
negating the formula and then trying to show that the expression is unsatisfiable 
(contradictory). However, the negation is performed simply by replacing each v by ^ , 
each 6 by v, and by negating each relational expression. This results in an expression 
equivalent to the negation of the original expression but in conjunctive normal form 
(c.n.f.). In this way, the combinatoric explosion of the length of the expression which 
can accompany negation of an expression i  d.n.f, to d.n.f, can be avoided. 
The general attack is to form deductions from the negated expression which 
eventually lead to an obvious contradiction. In many simple examples arising from 
program verification the expressions simplify directly to false giving an immediate 
contradiction. If this is not the case, the theorem prover proceeds through a sequence 
of steps and at the end of each step checks the resulting expression for the most obvious 
contradiction--being simplified to false. 
Following is a schematic diagram of the sequence of steps which the program 
takes. 
The first step is to examine ach unit conjunct to see (1) if it is an equality, (2) if there 
is a term consisting of a lone simple variable, say x, with a coefficient of + 1 or -- I ,  
and (3) if that variable occurs nowhere else in the equality. If such an equality is 
found we can solve for that variable in the expression and put the equality into the 
form x -- E. Since 
3x[x ---- E ^ S(x)] ~ S(E), 
we substitute E for x in the rest of the expression and drop the equality. This eliminates 
the variable x completely and also gives the change for more simplification to occur. 
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have negated expression i  c.n.f. 
] ---~ eliminate any variable globally defined by an equality 
eliminate special functions 
eliminate any variable globally defined by an equality 
break into subproblems 
for each subproblem: 
eliminate any variable defined by an equality 
call linear solver 
We repeat his process of solving for and substituting for lone variables until none 
remain. See the Appendix for examples of this process. Note two points. First, such 
solving for variables is done in unit conjuncts and not in nonunit conjuncts, since 
3x[(x = E v R(x)) ^ S(x)] ~ [R(e)  ^  s (e ) ]  
is not true, in general. (Of course, the substitution is not confined to the units but is 
done throughout the complete xpression.) The second point is that the simplification 
occurring after a substitution may introduce new unit equalities and these are also 
examined for the elimination of a variable. 
The next step is to eliminate the special functions +, rood, and abs "by definition." 
We use the fact that each occurrence of these functions represents he computation 
of some integer value and that value has certain properties with respect to the argu- 
ments of that computation. For example, suppose we have 
abs(A + B) + D vL O. 
But abs(A + B) is always some integer value, say C, and so we could write: 
C+Dv~O.  
A complete characterization f that value C is given by 
(A - i -B~>0DC=A+B)  A(A+B <0DC- - - - - - (A+B) ) ;  
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so instead of the original 
abs(A + B) + D ~ Or 
we have 
C + D=/=OA(A + B >/ODC= A + B) A (A + B <ODC= --(A + B)). 
In the case of abs, C is defined in terms of equalities o we can eliminate it. This gives us 
(A + B>~ODA+ B+ D~O)  A(A+ B <OD- -A - -B+ Dv~O). 
This can be written in c.n.f, as 
(A + B < Cv  A + B+ DvaO) A(A  + B )Ov- -A - -B+ Dv~O). 
In order to precisely show the substitutions which are made in eliminating the special 
function we use a conditional notation of the form 
s ~ el  , C2 : e2 ,...~ Cn ** en)* 
The ci's define the conditions under which the corresponding expressions e i are to be 
substituted for the occurrence of the special function. These conditional lists are 
implemented in the formula manipulation system because they provide a convenient 
mechanism for eliminating nested special functions. Once the eliminations have been 
done the complete formula can be reconstructed into c.n.f, eliminating the conditional 
lists in terms of and's and or's. This process is described more fully in reference 3 and 
an example of the use of this mechanism is given after the following definitions: 
(1) every primary of the form abs(x) in the formula is replaced by (x >~ 0 : x, 
x <0: - -x ) ,  
(2) every primary of the form (x + y) in the formula is replaced by 
((y >~ O A x -- q*y >~ O A y -- x + q*y > O) :q, 
(y < O A x -- q*y ~0A - -y -- x + q*y >0)  :q), 
(3) every primary of the form (x mody) in the formula is replaced by 
((y >~ 0 6 x - -  q*y >~ 0 A y -- X + q*y > O) :X - -  q'y, 
(y < 0 A X- -  q*y >~ 0 A --y -- X + q*y > O) : X- -  q'y). 
In the last two definitions, q is, at each application of the definition, a unique variable 
occurring nowhere in the given formula and different from all other q's. Note that q 
represents the quotient and the expression x -- q*y represents he remainder, in the 
division of x by y. 
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How the conditional lists are used in eliminating the occurrences of these special 
functions is shown in the following example. Assume we have the expression 
abs(A) + abs(B) + C ~ 0 h D >~ O. 
On substituting conditional expressions for the occurrences of abs we get 
(A >/O:A,A <0: - -A)+(B>/0 :B ,B<0: - -B)+CV:0AD~>0.  
The "conditional addition" of the conditional expressions gives 
(A >~OAB ~O:A  + B,A ~0^B <0:A- -B ,  
A <0^B~0: - -A+B,A  <O^B <C: - -A - -B)+Cf f :OAD >/0. 
Taking the "+C :~ 0" inside, we get 
(A ~OAB >/0:A+B+C~0,  A ~OAB <O:A- -B  +C ~O, 
A <OAB>~O:--A + B+C V:O,A <OAB <O: - -A - -B+C ~O)^D >/O. 
The conditional expression can now be removed: 
[(A >~0^B >~0)DA-kB- ] -  C:/=0]  ^  [(A ~>0 ^  B <0)DA- -B - t -Cva0]  
^ [(A <0^B >~0)D- -A+B-kCvL0]^ [(A <0^B <0)  
D- -A- -B+C @O]AD >/O. 
Or in c.n.f., 
[A <Ov B <Ov A-+ B+C @O]^[A <Ov B >/Ov A--B-kC=/:O] 
^ [A~> 0 v B<0 v-A+B-k  C ~0]  ^  [A ~>0v B >~0 v -A -B  + CvaO]AD >~0. 
As with the other manipulations on formulas, the process of introducing the 
definitions completely breaks down and rebuilds the expression using the basic 
routines. The resulting simplifications may introduce new unit conjuncts which are 
solvable for lone variables. Thus the search for such variables to be eliminated is 
repeated exactly as in the previous tep. If we reduce the expression to false at any 
stage we have established the proof of the theorem. 
This exhausts the list of steps taken on the formula as a whole. The next stage 
breaks the problem into simpler subproblems each of which must be solved. The 
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subproblems are derived by converting the formula from c.n.f, to d.n.f, and operating 
on each disjunet separately. This process is valid since 
~3 x(R(x) v S(x)) - (,-~ xR(x) ^  ~3  xS(x)) 
and therefore proving the theorem 
~ x(R(x) v s(x)) 
is the same as proving 
~3 xR(x) and ~.,3 xS(x). 
Each subproblem is attached in turn. The subproblems are conjunctions of rela- 
tional expressions and are therefore much simpler than the original theorem. We need 
to show that there is no single assignment of integer values to the variables in the 
expressions such that all relational expressions are simultaneously true. At this point 
all equality relations are again examined for solvable variables. As before, if any are 
found, we substitute throughout the subsystem for that variable and eliminate it. 
This time there is no need to worry about being restricted to unit conjuncts ince, 
in effect, all of the relational expressions are units. After eliminating as many variables 
as possible we turn to the final technique --the "linear solver." 
LINEAR SOLVER 
The linear solver examines interrelations among the expressions. A simple example 
of the type of deduction possible is to deduce false from a contradictory s stem like 
X- -Y~O^ Y- -Z~O^X- -Z+I  ~0.  
As the name implies, the solver itself deals with "linear" systems. The word "linear" 
is used here as in "linear programming." Any relational expression whose associated 
arithmetic expression is composed only of terms (except he constant term), which 
are all single variables (including array references) with arbitrary coefficients, is 
considered to be linear. For example, 
A+3.B- - IO01*C>~O,  2*X- -5*Z[ I ]+6=O,  and A[X~2+I ]@0 
are all linear relations, but 
X~'3+X~'2+3 ~>0, 2*X*Y+Z=O,  and X'[Y=/=O 
are nonlinear. 
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The restricted format of linear inequalities allows special techniques to be applied 
to that part of the system. If we can deduce a contradiction from the linear part 
separately we also have a contradiction for the whole system and the subproblem is
solved. When no contradiction i  the linear part can be found we attempt to extract 
information from it in the form of bounds on variables or expressions. This information 
may be used to simplify the nonlinear part and possibly lead to a contradiction or 
reduce a nonlinear formula to a linear one. In the latter case, we can re-examine the 
new linear part for contradictions or additional bounding information. 
Rather than present a detailed explanation of the linear solver (as can be found in 
Ref. [3]) we again resort o an example. Assume we are given the expression 
2*X- -Y>/O^X>~ 1^ Y - -3*Z+ 2>~OAX- -Z  <~O^Z,X+ Y <~ O. 
The linear system is 
leaving the nonlinear part 
2 ,X  - -Y  >~0 
X - -1>~0 
Y - -3 ,Z+2/>0 
- -X  +Z >~ 0 
Z.X+Y<~O.  
A new linear system not containing the variable X can be deduced from the one above. 
First, include all relations not involving X: 
Y - -3*Z+2>~0.  
Then in all possible ways choose a pair of relations, one with a positive coefficient 
for X, the other with a negative, and after multiplying each by appropriate positive 
constants add them to eliminate X. For example, from 2 * X -  Y >~ 0 and 
- -X+Z~0,  weget 
1 * (2*X- -  Y)+2*( - -X+Z)  >~0or - -Y+ 2*Z  >~ 0. 
Similarly, from X --  1 >/0 and - -X  + Z >/0, we get 
Z - -1  ~0.  
The resulting new system free of X is 
Y - -3*Z+2~0 
- -Y  +2,2  ~0 
Z- -1  >/0. 
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This system and the original one are related by the fact that if the new deduced system 
has no integer points satisfying it, then neither does the original and the theorem is 
proved. If the original system has an integer solution then that solution must also 
satisfy the deduced system. 
Now we eliminate Y from the new system by similar cross multiplications getting 
another system: 
- -Z+2>~O 
Z- -1  >~0. 
These expressions give bounds for the variable Z. Any solution to the original system 
must fall within these bounds: 
2>~Z~>l .  
We now try each value of Z (Z = 2, Z = 1), in turn, by substituting into the original 
expression. For Z = 2, we get 
2*X- -  Y>~OAX~> 1 ^  Y - -4>~OAX- -2  ~<O^2*X+ Y~<O. 
The whole system now becomes linear: 
2*X  
X 
Eliminating X, 
- -X  
- -2*X  
- -Y  >~0 
- -1>~0 
Y - -4/> 0 
+2>~0 
- -Y  ~>0. 
Y - -4>~0 
- -Y  +4>~0 
- -2*Y  ~>0 
1~0 
- -Y  - -2 )0 .  
This simplifies to false so no solutions exist when Z = 2. Now return to the case 
Z = 1. Substituting for Z in the original problem, 
2*X  -- Y>jOAX~ I A Y - -  I > /OAX- -  l JOAX@ ~JO, 
which simplifies to 
2*X- -  Y>~OAX- - -  1 ^  Y - -  1 >/0AX+ Y~<O; 
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substituting for X, 
- -Y+2>~O^ Y- -1  ~Oh Y+l  ~0,  
which simplifies to false. 
In this way, the original expression is shown to have no integer solutions and is 
therefore contradictory. 
CONCLUSION 
This theorem prover was conceived from a need in the development of the program 
verifier. The kind of expressions it deals with are not typical of manual mathematics. 
It is an unlikely class of expressions to choose solely for a theorem proving project. 
As computer do more challenging work (such as program verification) many previously 
uninteresting and unexplored problem areas will arise. 
Our approach as been a very pragmatic one. Most past work on automated theorem 
proving has attacked more general problems. As theorem proving applications continue 
to appear there is a growing need for more practical solutions to special problems. The 
development of this theorem prover was rather ad hoc; the design was influenced 
considerably by examples and test cases. However, most of the procedures used can be 
further generalized and refined to increase their power. This offers a real alternative 
to the more general tactics for developing powerful, useful theorem provers. 
We found no way to characterize the set of expressions for which this prover is a 
decision procedure. Since our normal form for expressions i not a canonical form, 
and infinite set of unprovable theorems can be generated just from the simple theorem 
X I" 2 -- Y 1' 2 ~ (X -- Y) * (X + Y). However, with some modification to its 
linear solver, the prover could decide the validity of any formula composed solely 
from linear expressions. By having the additional facility to manipulate and simplify 
nonlinear expressions and by carrying them along through the linear solver, it goes 
far beyond linear problems. 
One of the most interesting results of this work is that, with the exception of the 
linear solver, the theorem prover itself is quite simple. By having the simplification 
power of the formula manipulating system as a tool, the prover is able to accomplish 
proofs in a few simple steps. The simplification system does not create prohibitive 
overhead, either; processing times on the IBM 360 Model 67 were about en seconds 
per theorem. 
APPENDIX 
Three examples respresentative of the theorem prover's behavior are given below. 
The output was taken from computer runs of the program verifier. 
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Example 1 
THEOREM 1.1. ((((X) I' (Y)) * Z --  ((A) ~' (B)) = 0 ^ Y > 0)) D ((((A) ~ ( 
B))  - -  Z = 0) ,, (Y  =~ o)) 
ENTER THEOREM PROVER 
SHOW TO BE ALWAYS FALSE: ((((X) ~ (Y)) * Z - -  ((A) ~ (B)) = 0) ^  ((( 
A) I'(B)) --  Z # 0) ^ (Y = 0)) 
SOLVE FOR Y IN Y - -0  
SUBST ITUTE 0 FOR Y 
GETT ING. . .  f 
Q.E.D. 
Example 2 
THEOREM 2.3. ((((X) j' (Y)) * Z --  ((A) ]' (B)) = 0 A Y >~ 0)) D ((((Y) mod ( 
2)) --  1 -- 0) v (Y = 0) v (((Y) + (2)) >~ 0 ^ ((X) ] ' (2 .  ((Y) + (2))))* 
z - ( (A)  t (B)) = o)) 
ENTER THEOREM PROVER 
SHOW TO BE ALWAYS FALSE: ((((Y) rood (2)) - -  1 ~ 0) ^ (((X) ~ ( 
Y)) 9 Z -- ((A) 1' (B)) --  0) ^ (Y -- 1 >~ 0) ^ (((Y) - -  (2)) -t- 1 <~ 0 v ((X) 1' ( 
2 9 ((Y) -- (2)))) * Z --  ((A) I' (B)) • 0)) 
DEF INE  SPECIAL FUNCTIONS 
SHOW TO BE ALWAYS FALSE: ((((X) ~ (Y)) 9 Z -- ((A) I' (B)) = 0) ^ ( 
Y - -  1 ~0)^(Y - -Z*$04=0)A( ( (X) i ' (Z*$06) )*Z- - ( (A )~(B) )v~0v 
Y - -2 .$05- -  1 ~0)  ^ (((X) I ' (2 ,$06) ) ,Z - - ( (A )  ~(B)) @0v $05+ 
1 ~<0)^(((X)I '(2*$06))*Z--((A)I '(B))4=0v Y - -2 ,$05>~0)^(Y- -  
2 ,$05-  1 ~<0 v Y -2 ,  $06-  1 <~0) ^  (Y -2 ,$05-  1 ~0 v Y -2*  $06 >~0) ^  ( 
Y - -  2 ,$06- -  1 -.<.0 v $05 + 1 ~<0) ^  (Y - -2 ,$05  90  v Y - -  2*$06- -  1 40)  ^ ( 
Y - -2 ,$05  ~>0v Y - -2 ,$06  ~>0) ^ (Y - -2 ,$06  ~>0v $05+ 1 ~<0)) 
SOLVE FOR Y IN  Y - -2 ,$04  =0 
SUBST ITUTE 2 * $04 FOR Y 
GETT ING. . .  ((((X) ~ (2 9 $04)) * Z --  ((A) ~ (B)) = 0) ^ ($04 --  1 ~ 0) ^ ((( 
X) ~ (2 9 $06)) 9 Z --  ((A) ~ (B)) v~ 0 v $04 --  $05 ~ 0) A (((X) ~ (2 * $06)) * 
Z --  ((A) ]' (B)) =/: 0 v $05 + 1 ~ 0) ^ (((X) 1' (2 9 $06)) 9 Z --  ((A) ]' (B)) 4= 0 v 
$04-  $05 >~ 0) ^  ($04- $05 ~ 0 v $04-  $06 ~< 0) ^  ($04 - $05 ~ 0 v $04 - $06 >~ 0) ^  ( 
$04-  $06 -~ 0 v $05 + 1 ~< 0) ^  ($04 - $05/> 0 v $04 - $06 ~< 0) ^  ($04 - -  $05 >/0 v 
$04 --  $06 >~ 0) ^  ($04 --  $06 >~ 0 v $05 + 1 ~< 0)) 
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PROOF BY CASES: (EACH MUST BE FALSE) 
CASE 1... (((X) ~ (2 9 $04)) 9 Z --  ((A) ~ (B)) = 0 A $04 -- 1 > 0 A $04 - -  
$05 =o ^ $05 + 1 ~<o) 
SOLVE FOR $04 IN $04 -- $05 = 0 
SUBST ITUTE $05 FOR $04 
GETTING. . .  f 
TH IS  CASE -- Q.E.D. 
CASE 2... (((X) ~ (2 9 $04)) 9 Z -- ((A) ~ (B)) ----- 0 ^ ((X) ~ (2 9 $06)) 9 
Z - - ( (A )~(B) )#0^$04- -1>~0^$04- -$06=0)  
SOLVE FOR $04 IN $04-  $06 = 0 
SUBST ITUTE $06 FOR $04 
GETTING. . .  f 
TH IS  CASE -- Q.E.D. 
Example 3 
THEOREM 2.4. VKOI((N-I >~ 0 A A[I] -A[K01]  ~ 0) v (N - I  >~ 0 A I-KO1 <~ O) v ( 
N -- I >/0 A K01 ~< 0))D VKOI((N -- I <~ O) v ( I - -  K01 + 1 ~< 0) v (K01 ~< 0) v ( 
A[I] -- A[I q- 1] --  1 ~> 0) v (A[K01] -- A[I + 1] ~< 0)) 
ENTER THEOREM PROVER 
SHOW TO BE ALWAYS FALSE: ((N -- I -- 1 >~ 0) A (I -- K01 >~ 0) A (K01 - -  
1 >~0) A (A[ I ] - -  A[I+ 1] ~<0) A (A[K01] - -  A[I+ 1] - -  1 >/0) A ( I - -  K01 ~<0 v 
A[z] - A[Km] > 0)) 
DEF INE SPECIAL FUNCTIONS 
SHOW TO BE ALWAYS FALSE: ((N --  I - -  1 >/0) A ( I - -  K01 ~ 0) A (K01 - -  
I~>0)^(A[ I ] - -A [ I+ I ]~<0)^(A[K01] - -A [ I+ I ] - - I> /0)A( I - -K01  ~<0v 
A[/] - A[Km] > 0)) 
PROOF BY CASES: (EACH MUST BE FALSE) 
CASE 1... (N - - I - -  1 ~<0 ^ I - -  K01 =0A K01 -- 1 >~0A A[ I ] - -A[ I+ 1] ~<0 A 
A[K01] - -A [ I+  1] --  1 >/0) 
SOLVE FOR I IN I - -  K01 = 0 
SUBST ITUTE K01 FOR I 
GETT ING. . .  f 
TH IS  CASE -- Q.E.D. 
CASE 2... (N - I - I>~OAI -KOI>~O^KOI - - I>~OAA[ I ] -A [KOI ]~O^A[  
I ] - -A[ I+ 1] <~0^A[K01] - -A [ I+  1] - -  1 >0)  
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TRY L INEAR SOLVER 
L INEAR PART:  N- l -  1 ~ 0 ^  I -KO1 ~ 0 h K01 - 1 ~ 0 ^ A[I]-A[KO1] ~ 0 h 
A[ I ] -  A[I + 1] ~ 0 A A[K01] - A[I + 1] - 1 ~ 0; NON-L INEAR PART:  nil 
; EQUAL IT IES  TO REMEMBER: nil 
EL IM INATE VARIABLE: N 
NEW SUBSYSTEM: I -  K01 ~ 0 ^ K01 - 1 ~ 0 ^ A [ I ]  -A[K01]  ~ 0 ^ A[ I ]  - A[ 
I+ I ]<~0^A[K01] - -A [ I+ I ] - - I  >~0 
EL IMINATE VARIABLE: I 
NEW SUBSYSTEM: K01 - 1 ~ 0 ^ A[I] -A[K01]  ~ 0 ^A[ I ]  - A[I + 1] ~ 0 ^ 
A[K01] - -A [ I+  1] - -1  >~0 
EL IMINATE VARIABLE: K01 
NEW SUBSYSTEM: A[I] - A[K01] ~ 0 A A[I] - A[I + 1] ~< 0 ^ A[K01] - A[ 
I+  1 ] -  1 ~0 
EL IMINATE VARIABLE: A[I] 
BETWEEN:  A[I] -- A[K01] /> 0: .41I] -- A[I + 1] < 0 
FORMING.. .  ((A[K01] - -  A[ I+ 1] ~ 0)) 
END EL IMINAT ION -- CONCLUDE:  f 
END EL IMINAT ION -- COHCLUDE:  f 
END EL IMINAT ION -- CONCLUDE:  f 
END EL IMINAT ION -- CONCLUDE:  f 
f -  Q.E.D. 
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